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This guide dedicated to “Online consumers rights” aims to be a useful tool for consu-

mers of a new generation, actors in a virtual world full of potential and advantages, 

but not without the risks of which they have to be aware. Its creation and translation 

into several languages (in order to also reach non-Italian speaking residents) is part of 

the activities managed by Confconsumatori within the project “Consumatori 2.0: radica-

mento e interattività”* (Consumers 2.0: rooting and interactivity).

On the website www.confconsumatori.it/duepuntozero you can fi nd all the contents 

of the guide, translated into several languages, together with additional information and 

updates, including a map of where you can avail of free Wi-Fi and links to the sections of 

the websites of the companies which have implemented joint conciliation procedures.

A free support and advisory service is also active: do you have a doubt regarding an 

online purchase or practice? Would you like to know more about the rights of web 

users? Do you work in a Public offi ce or in an association that services citizens, especially 

foreigners, and you want to explore the contents of the guide? Contact us via e-mail 

at duepuntozero@confconsumatori.it or contact one of the “2.0” information points 

listed on the project website. 

*THE PROJECT “Consumers 2.0: rooting and interactivity” is funded by the Ministry for 

Economic Development and implemented by the consumer associations: Movimento 

Difesa del Cittadino, Assoutenti, Codacons, Confconsumatori and Unione Nazionale Con-

sumatori. The project aims to develop a new method for informing citizens by focusing 

on the use of new technologies (information platforms, Apps, on-line training) as well 

as traditional communication channels (local offi ces, meetings with citizens, thematic 

guides, etc.). 

Each association will be close to consumers with a series of specifi c activities: for further 

information visit www.consumatoriduepuntozero.it.
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enable you to safely browse
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1
chapter

the ABC 
  of online shopping
“Distance” shopping can be convenient from several 
points of view: it allows us, in fact, to save time (becau-
se you are buying directly from your own pc or tablet, 
at home or from the offi ce), and money, because the 
commercial offerings, discounts and sales that are on 
offer are multiplied. But to knowingly take advantage 
of e-commerce (electronic commerce), it is necessary 
to know the rights of consumers.
The law1 states that “browsers” of the web can rely on 
the same rights as non-virtual buyers. In fact, someti-
mes, protections are even greater.
Let us then look at, in detail, the stages of the distance 
contract.

1) Pre-contractual information
When you purchase products, such as goods and ser-
vices, online, the consumer is entitled to receive ba-
sic information on the goods offered by the operator 
or supplier2. This must be shown in a clear and com-
prehensible manner:
- the special features of the sold article or service;
- the price including any taxes;
- the contract conditions;
- the delivery costs;

- the warranty and contact details for after-sales service;
- the methods for payment, delivery or contract execu-
tion;

- the identity and the physical address of the supplier;
- the methods for exercising the right of withdrawal or 
cancellation (if the goods involved are not those for 
which the law excludes the option of withdrawal);

- the duration and the validity of the offer, of the price 
and of the contract.

The law states that such right to pre-contractual infor-
mation also applies to offers of fi nancial products traded 
at a distance, including services related to banking, insu-
rance, credit facilities, pensions and investments.

1 The absolute protagonist is the discipline of distance contracts, as 
provided by the Consumer Code mainly in Articles 50 and subsequent, 
recently modifi ed by the decree implementing Directive 2011/83/EU 
(Legislative Decree no. 21 of 21/02/2014, in force since 13 June 2014). 
But also refer to the Code of EU Online Rights, which is a collection of 
rights and basic principles enshrined in European Union law to protect 
citizens who access online networks and services, and during the use 
of such networks and services, which refers to electronic commerce 
at Section II, chapters 5-10. It should be noted that the Code does not 
apply as such, because the rights and particular principles that are de-
scribed apply by virtue of the legal instrument that established them.
2 The decree implementing Directive 2011/83/UE has extended the 
catalogue of information deemed “essential” for the consumer, by 
going to change Art. 48 of the Consumer Code.
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What vendors do not tell you

The seller cannot refuse to give you this 
information. If the seller does so, you can 
report it to the Associations for consumer 
rights or to the Antitrust Authority.

Furthermore, it is good practice to always 
look for information on the seller even 
through cross- channels: friends, relatives, 
forums on websites and Chambers of Com-
merce.

2) Contract 
conclusion

Once adequate informa-
tion has been received 
on the product or service 
to be purchased, the con-

sumer can choose whether to conclude 
the contract or not. The contract is fi na-
lised and binding for both the consumer 
and the seller when you “click” on the box:  
I agree to the terms and conditions of the 
contract. From this moment, the seller 
is required to arrange for delivery of the 
goods and the consumer, except for the 
right of withdrawal in accordance with the 
law, is bound by the conditions that have 
been agreed. 
Before sending the order, however, the sel-
ler is always obliged to inform the consu-
mer of the methods for changing the order 
itself or for correcting any mistakes that 
were made when fi lling out the order form. 

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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What do you do you if 
you discover that you 
have accepted an unfair 
clause?

As mentioned, the right place to seek justice when 
you have agreed to an unfair clause is the Court 
of the place where the consumer is domiciled or 
has residence. If the Court believes the right of the 
consumer is existent, the clause is struck out and 
the rest of the contract remains valid.

3 The clauses are listed in Articles 33-36 of the Consumer Code. For the 
Community legislation on the fairness of the clauses, however, you 
can take into account the content of Section II, chap. 7, of the Code of 
EU Online Rights.

ATTENTION
Unfair clauses

The law protects the consumer from so-called “unfair 
clauses”, i.e. those clauses which create an imbalance 
between the positions of the consumer and the seller 
in favour of the latter, or which do not make clear or 
comprehensible reading3.

Thus, for example, Art. 33 - letter m) of the Consumer 
Code, states that the clause which allows the seller, 
without reason, to change the subject of the contract 
without notifying the consumer is considered unbalan-
ced (as if for example on purchasing a yellow t−shirt, 
the seller can, at his discretion, without cause or without 
consulting the buyer, send a red t−shirt).

In online contracts the-
se clauses are auto-
matically accepted by 
ticking the box I agree 
to the terms and con-
ditions of the contract, 
but it is possible to con-
test them in court and 
have them deleted.

Prevention is better 

Before signing a contract, always carefully 
read the terms and conditions to see if they 
are understandable. If they are not, or if you 
are not sure of the conditions that apply to 
the distance contract, it is always best to 
contact the seller in advance, preferably in 
writing. On all e-commerce websites the 
conditions governing purchases are pu-
blished in a special section generally called 
“Terms and Conditions” or “Transparency”.

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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3) Payment 

Purchases can generally be paid in different ways.
If you choose to pay “cash on delivery”, you can easily 
wait until the package arrives at the address indicated 
in the order form (even if different from the address of 
residence) and pay the courier upon delivery. Alterna-
tively, you can choose an electronic mode of payment, 
i.e. credit cards and prepaid cards.

ATTENTION
News from Europe

Due to recent changes introduced by European legi-
slation4, the seller cannot charge any additional fee for 
credit card transactions.

But are electronic 
payments safe? 

For a “worry−free” use of electro-
nic payment methods, there are 

tools which guarantee the protection and privacy 
of the data inserted during the payment phase. 
Verifi ed by Visa and MasterCard® SecureCode. 3-
D Secure™, for example, are systems which requi-
re a unique PIN which is generated electronically 
at the time of payment and which is usually tran-
smitted to the mobile phone of the card owner. 
This therefore, guarantees that no one else can 
use the card if they do not, at the same time, 
have access to the phone number associated to 
it. Other systems such as Pay Pal, on the other 
hand, were created so you don’t have to enter 
your card details for every electronic payment. In 
fact, by simply registering on the website and by 
completing a series of steps to associate yourself 
to the credit card that you plan on using for online 
purchases, an e-mail address and password are 
assigned, which will be suffi cient to safely carry 
out all online transactions. 

the detail 
makes the difference

It is always better to only use trusted bu-
siness websites. You can recognise them 
because, when you insert the information 
required for payment, the page address will 
always start with “https://....” Therefore 
always check for this detail: it is useful to 
prevent fraud!

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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4) Order confi rmation

Every consumer has the right to receive, in writing or 
however on a durable medium (such as e-mail), the 
confi rmation of the essential elements of the contract.
This summary document (the “Notes” of the order) 
must be provided no later than the delivery of the goo-
ds purchased or the execution of the service required, 
and must clearly contain information on the right of 
withdrawal and indications for 
contacting the seller or the offi -
ces for after-sales service.
For every order, in general, there 
is a corresponding code assigned 
by the vendor, an element that is 
useful to keep in order to more 
easily communicate with the 
same and to trace the history of 
the purchase made.

ATTENTION
In the case of errors

If you discover that you have paid twice for the same 
order, or if the system has mistakenly sent the same 
purchase more than once, you are entitled to cancel it 
without penalty and without reason within 10 days of 
signing the online contract (it is an act of withdrawal 
to all effects).

4 Once again, to establish this principle is Legislative Decree no. 21 of 
21/02/2014, in force since 13 June 2014. Art. 62 of the Consumer Code 
has been duly amended.
5 Art. 62 of the new Consumer Code.
6 Usually, after the 5th day of storage, you pay a tax of a few cents of 
euro for each day and up to the time of pick−up. The rates must be, 
however, clearly specifi ed on the website of the chosen deposit (Ita-
lian Post Offi ces-SDA, TNT Points, etc…).

5) Delivery 

After completion of the purchase, if there are no hi-
tches, the item purchased is delivered to the consumer’s 
home within 30 days5, unless the seller has agreed a 
different term with the consumer. If it is not delivered 
by the due date, the consumer can request the contract 
to be “terminated” (or “dissolved”, cancelled) and can 
request a refund of any money already paid.

In general, the address to which 
the goods are delivered coinci-
des with that of residence or 
domicile of the buyer; there is, 
however, also the option of de-
livering the goods to a different 
address, at a post offi ce (SDA 
channel), to a hold at depot 
in authorised points (e.g. TNT 
Points), or even at “pick&pay” 
points where - if the company 
allows it - the goods can be 
withdrawn on payment. The 
goods that arrive at these de-
posits remain there until they 

are picked up by the recipient6.  
The most obvious advantage of this delivery method is 
the option of picking up the package when it is most 
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convenient, in fl exible hours and without the risk that 
the courier does not fi nd the recipient at home (be-
cause, for example, they are at work or out of town), 
allowing thus, for a better management of time.

ATTENTION
When you receive 
nasty surprises

The goods that are delivered are always covered by 
a defective product warranty, which lasts two years. 
Consumers who receive defective products, or that do 
not match what they have ordered, have the right to 
ask for a repair or a replacement free of charge and 
without added expenses7. If this is not possible, it is the 
buyer’s right to request a price reduction or the termi-
nation/cancellation of the contract.

Extending the warranty

Sometimes the seller offers extended war-
ranties, which, on payment of a small fee 
by the consumer, cover the proper opera-
tion of the item for a period exceeding 2 
years. This can be useful especially in re-
lation to certain types of goods (such as 
electronic ones).

What to do if 
the purchased item ar-
rives broken, tampered 
with or damaged?

Among the main risks that the consumer fears, is 
that the goods are lost or damaged during tran-
sport.
Before Directive 2011/83/EU was implemented, in 
fact, the Civil Code8 stipulated that the seller was 
free from the responsibilities and obligations ari-
sing under the contract once the purchased item 
was entrusted to the forwarder. The new legisla-
tion9 (in order to simplify the practice and to more 
effectively protect the buyer) has instead stipula-
ted that the seller is responsible for the shipped 
goods (especially for their integrity) until the con-
sumer is in physical possession of the goods.
If the object, therefore, arrives broken the seller 
would be required to reimburse the price paid or 
to reduce it in proportion to its decrease in value 
(only if the item is still usable), provided, howe-
ver, that the consumer reports it within 8 days of 
receipt by a registered letter with an acknowle-
dgment of receipt addressed to the sender. The 
same applies if goods are lost during transport.

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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N.B.: In the case of tampered packaging 
or, at least, battered to such an extent that 

you can only imagine that 
the goods inside are dama-
ged, or even broken, it is 
good practice to:
- check the integrity of the 
contents in the presence of 
the postman;
- accept the delivery with 
reservation10, adding that 

wording beside the required signature on delivery. 
In this case, if indeed, having opened the packa-
ge, the goods are not intact, you must report this 
immediately to the seller. 
In addition to this, it is always better to use pre-
cautions such as videoing the opening of the 
package, or unpacking your purchase before wit-
nesses: good ways to obtain the proof that what 
we say is true!

7 General legislation is applied in terms of warranty for consumer goo-
ds, as provided for by Articles 130-132 of the Consumer Code.
8 Art. 1510 c.c. 
9 With the new Art. 61 of the Consumer Code (amended as a result 
of Legislative Decree 21/2014) it is reported as follows: “The delivery 
obligation is fulfi lled by the transfer of the material availability or in 
any case by the checking of the goods by the consumer”, and the su-
bsequent Art. 63 was amended as follows: “In contracts which impose 
the obligation on the professional to arrange for the shipment of the 
goods […] the risk […] is transferred to the consumer only when the 
latter, or the third party assigned by him and other than the carrier, 
takes physical possession of the goods”. 
10 Art. 1698 c.c.

CUSTOMS 
AND 
EXCISE DUTY
When purchasing 

from non−EU countries, the consumer 
often has to pay “taxes” on delivery: 
is this right?

This tends to be the case. When you buy a product 
from a company located outside the EU, you are 
carrying out a commercial transaction that provides 
for its entry into the customs territory of the Union. 
This transaction, in Italy, involves costs which must 
be recuperated.
An initial cost derives directly from customs: the 
duty (due only for purchases over €150.00) va-
ries depending on the type of goods imported 
and is calculated in accordance with the value of 
the object declared by the seller. Note that for the 
calculation of the tax due, as well as the price of 
goods, the shipping costs are also included (if the-
se are not specifi ed, an estimate is used).
To fi nd out what duties are applied (TARIC) you 
can simply consult the website of the Customs 
Agency in Italy. 
But that’s not all. In fact (in addition to duties), on 
the total amount given by the price of the goods 
+ shipping costs + applicable duty, you must then 
add 22% VAT (but only for purchases whose value 
exceeds € 22.00). 
Usually, these amounts are paid in cash to the 
courier or postman who delivers the goods. 
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11 According to the provisions of Art. 18 of the Universal Postal Conven-
tion adopted in the last UPU Congress held in Geneva in 2008 (published 
in the Offi cial Gazette no. 174 of 28 July 2010, suppl. Ord. no. 169).
12 For further details: 
https://www.poste.it/postali/estero/tariffe_sdoganamento.shtml
13 Refers to a principle established by the European Court of Justice 
with sentence n. c-511/08 of the 15/04/2010.
14 Legislative Decree no. 21/2014 modifi es in this sense Art. 56 of the 
Consumer Code.
15 Art. 53 of the new Consumer Code. 

6) Right of withdrawal or  “rethinking” 

What to do if you have changed your mind and no 
longer want the item purchased? For purchases made 
after 13 June 201413 the law gives the consumer 14 
days from receipt of the merchandise (in the case of 
goods) or from the signing of the contract (in the case 
of services) to send a registered letter with an ack-
nowledgment of receipt to the seller communicating 
your desire to withdraw (even without specifying the 
reasons), requesting a refund of the amount paid. The 
goods, however, must be returned within 14 days af-
ter exercising the right of withdrawal, by post (at the 
expense of the consumer) or, if this is not possible, by 
delivery to a designated place (usually with costs borne 
by the seller).

The seller is required to repay both the price and the 
expenses incurred by the buyer for the delivery of 
the goods within 14 days of receipt of the letter of 
withdrawal14.

If, however, upon receipt of the package, 
you do not have the required amount the 

alternatives are: 
1. pick up the goods at your nearest post offi ce 
(personally or by proxy) adhering to the times 
shown on the advice slip which the postman lea-
ves in the post-box;

2. pick up the goods stored at the offi ce of the cou-
rier, always adhering to the indicated methods.

The Italian Post11, on purchases from non-EU coun-
tries, has the right to demand payment for “cu-
stoms clearance” to cover administration expen-
ses: the amounts range from € 5.50 to € 11.00. 
This sum is in addition to the duty amount and 
VAT12.
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ATTENTION
If the seller has not 
provided the correct information 

If the seller does not explain in the contract, in a 
clear and comprehensive manner, how to exercise 
withdrawal and does not indicate the relative terms 
(which can also be expanded but never lessened), the 
legal deadline for changing your mind goes to 1 year 
and 14 days, from receipt of the goods or from the si-
gning of the contract as specifi ed above15.

N.B.: the right of withdrawal cannot be exercised on all 
goods: in fact, except if there are conformity defects, 
it is not possible to change your mind if you purchase 
perishable products (such as food), newspapers, lotte-
ries or betting services, fi nancial services and sealed 
electronic media whose packaging has been opened. 
Also you cannot withdraw (unless otherwise agreed) in 
the case of “bespoke” or custom made products. 

From when do you count 
the 14 days?

It is important to be aware that the 14 
day term to effectively exercise the right 
of withdrawal refers to the postage of the 
registered letter by the consumer, not its 
receipt on the part of the seller/service 
provider. The seller who contests to have 
received the withdrawal after 14 days, in 
addition to not obeying the law, deserves 
to be reported to the Antitrust Authority!

» Exclusions

Some contracts, although written at a distance, are 
excluded from the general rules of e−commerce. In-
cluded among these, are stipulations concerning, for 
example:
- social services;
- health care;
- childcare;
- special needs assistance;
- games of chance;
- travel, vacations and timeshares;
- food supplies;
... and much more

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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FO
CU

S Three rules 
for safe online auctions  

1) check the number of feedbacks on the 
seller. If it is high this means that the sel-
ler is very active on the website. The more 
positive ratings the seller has the more he 
is trustworthy;
2) before buying or bidding, contact the sel-
ler with a private message to clarify any 
doubts. If they are slow in replying or, wor-
se, do not reply or they do not reply in an 
appropriate manner it would be advisable 
not to buy;
3) check the required payment methods: if 
PayPal is accepted this means, generally, 
that the seller has nothing to hide and that 
they consider the protection of buyers!

The eBay phenomenon

From 2000 onwards, a web platform 
for the development of e-commerce 
has emerged: eBay. 
Anyone who has been using this tool 
for some time knows that you can 
fi nd anything on eBay, even the most 
unexpected items, at diverse prices. 
The website in fact, gives everyone 
the opportunity (sellers or otherwise) 
to dispose of their assets by deter-

mining their price even through promotions and 
deals, or by auctions.
If you then want to negotiate the price of an 
item, you can make offers to the sellers giving 
the seller the option to accept it or not.

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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Now 
that you have 

all the tools remember: 
informed shopping  

is much  
more fun!
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Privacy 
and  safety on the internet
“Privacy” means the right to protect your personal data 
and to control the movement and processing of such 
data by third parties.
It is a fundamental human right, directly related to the 
protection of human dignity, and a principle that the 
Italian Constitution, the law1 and the Charter of the Eu-
ropean Union2 directly provide for and protect. Here are 
the “branches” on which this important law is based.

1) Protection of personal data
What is necessary to protect?
By personal data it is meant any information that concerns 
individuals and their background: name and family name, 
tax code, fi ngerprints, bank details, etc. Caution should be 
exercised, in particular, to three types of data: 

• sensitive data because it is closely related to the private 
life of the person (health, political opinions, racial origin, 
sexual orientation, religious orientation);

• judicial or penal proceedings pending, crimes committed 
and reported, penalties imposed, etc…

• data which allows the so-called geolocation (used mainly 
by smartphones) and those related to electronic commu-
nications.

Who accesses my data?
Personal data may be processed (i.e., used, checked and 
disseminated) not only by the owner but also by any third 
party that has obtained the consent to do so in accor-
dance with the principles of lawfulness, proportionality, 
fairness, for specifi ed purposes and in a manner consi-
stent with the purposes initially envisaged. Those who 
use the personal data of others is called the “controller”, 
he can be sent requests that relate to the data processing: 
these consist of rights of withdrawal of consent, modi-
fi cation of information, and the correction of the latter3.

1 In particular, the protection of the law is guaranteed by the Code 
regarding protection of personal data or the Privacy Code, introduced 
by Legislative Decree no. 196 of 30 June 2003. 
2 See also the Code of EU Online Rights, chap. IV, Sec. I.
3 Art. 7 Privacy Code.

2
chapter
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STOP 
unwanted phone calls!

It is also possible to object to the processing 
of your personal data for legitimate reasons 
or, even without justifi cation, when that data 
is used for marketing purposes (such as in the 
case of unwanted promotional calls at dinner 
time or on your mobile). To do this there are 
two methods: 
1) If your phone number is in the public tele-

phone directories you can sign the Registro 
Pubblico delle Opposizioni (Opt-out Regi-
ster). All the instructions for subscribing to 
the Register are available on the website 
www.registrodelleopposizioni.it/5. 

 Registration is free, it has an indefi nite du-
ration and can be revoked at any time. If 
despite an expressed “opposition” you con-
tinue to receive marketing calls, you can re-
port it to the Authority who can thus inter-
vene and possibly sanction the defaulters.

2) If you receive the unwanted calls on your 
mobile, you can report it to the Authority 
by means of a special form “for private te-
lephone numbers” published on: http://
www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/
home/docweb/-/docweb-display/
docweb/2251228.

ATTENTION
Verba volant Scripta manent
(Spoken words fl y away, written words remain)

To communicate any change to your personal data or 
to request without charge the cancellation of the same 
to the controller (or his agent) it is always advisable to 
use a registered letter with acknowledgement of re-
ceipt. The controller, or whoever is obliged to reply for 
him, has to reply without delay and no later than 15 
days from the receipt of the request (extendable to 30 
days in cases of particular complexity that are well-
justifi ed). In the event that the reply is not received 
by such time, the person concerned can resort to the 
Italian Data Protection Authority, who will deliver a de-
cision that will defi ne the issue and compel compliance 
with Art. 7 of Legislative Decree n. 196/20034. Please 
note, however, that the Authority may order the pay-
ment of damages: for this it will be necessary to resort 
to the ordinary judicial authority.

4 The template for appeal and the compilation instructions can be downloa-
ded from the website of the Authority, www.garanteprivacy.it, where 
you can also fi nd the methods for submitting complaints and reports.
5 The Register, laid down by Art. 130, paragraph 3-bis and seq. of the 
Privacy Code, was established by Presidential Decree 178/2010 and 
has been operating since 01/02/2011.

RECOMMENDED 
READING

www.registrodelleopposizioni.it
http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home/docweb/-/docweb-display/docweb/2251228
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2) Internet connection and confi dentiality

The digital environment consumer has the right to be 
informed by the Internet service provider if their data 
has been stolen or compromised, they have the right to 
privacy of online communications, they have the right 
to know if the website on which they “are browsing” 
stores their data at the time of access.
In fact, lots of web pages use small text fi les (cookies) 
which store visits, data and the information entered du-
ring navigation. These are not harmful fi les (as are vi-
ruses), however they are digital particles which record 
and monitor our “virtual life” and which process our 
data: this is why the law6 provides for the principle of 
the so-called opt in, that is the express consent of the 
user so that the cookies containing our information can 
operate and be stored on the pc.

ATTENTION
If there is consent 
the Register has no effect

You should always check that you have not consented 
to the processing of your data for promotional purposes 
to the specifi c person who made the call. Such a con-
sent, for example, may have been got when contracts 
were signed with companies from which products or 
services were purchased, or concurrently when you si-
gned up for loyalty cards, collection points, etc. In these 
cases, signing the Opt-out Register has no effect, but 
instead you should send a specifi c request of revoca-
tion/amendment of the consent directly to the person 
involved.

6 It is the e-Privacy Directive, no. 2002/58/EC - later amended by Di-
rective 2009/136/EC “concerning the processing of personal data and 
the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector”- 
that provides for this right. Our legislature has enacted for this purpose 
Art. 122 of the Privacy Code, amended by recent regulatory changes 
(Legislative decrees no. 69 and 70 of 28 May 2012). For a more detai-
led analysis on the characteristics of cookies and their regulation, see 
the website of the Authority: http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/
guest/home/docweb/-/docweb-display/docweb/2142939.

http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home/docweb/-/docweb-display/docweb/2142939
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Managing cookies!

But how can you authorise or deny cookies 
from storing and using your personal data? 
There are three ways, for example:

1) you can manage the permissions on your 
browser settings, which contain speci-
fi c commands allowing you to accept or 
deny authorisation  in advance.

2) you can add special programs (called 
plug-ins) which have the function of se-
lecting in advance, based on the choices 
of the user, which cookies are allowed 
and which are not;

3) you can use “do not track” which, althou-
gh more demanding, gives the browser 
the choice whether to authorise or not 
the cookies every time that the user ac-
cesses a new website.

3) Internet connection 
by QR code

For some years now the so-called QR Codes (whi-
ch stand for quick response, or instantaneous/ready 
response) are becoming increasingly popular. These 
codes, made up of black modules arranged in a squa-
re pattern, are now present everywhere: on newspa-
pers, on products and even on billboards, but what 
are they?
Essentially they are the evolution of the classical bar-
code that, when photographed with the camera of 
your smartphone, via a special application give you 
access to Internet sites, online information and videos 
instantly. In fact they incorporate within them a weal-
th of information that can range from a simple web or 
e-mail address to a text message, to a business card 
with all your details, links to videos, prize competi-
tions, promotions, and events, etc.
But the uses of a QR code do not stop there. This ma-
trix, in fact, allows you to: 

» store a telephone number: by framing the QR 
code, your mobile can make a phone call;

» send an SMS or an e-mail;

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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» create a vCard or a meCard, that is a personal 
business card complete with address and perso-
nal details;

» create an event type vCalendar;

» open a Google map or a Bing map to fi nd a 
specifi c place;

» provide an address for an iTunes App or for an 
Android market App;

» connect the user to an address to watch a Youtu-
be video. 

QR codes are free tools, anyone can use them and ge-
nerate them free using special 
applications. Putting a QR code 
on your curriculum vitae, for 
example, could be a good way 
to impress recruiters; or you can 
use QR codes to exchange spe-
cial messages or secrets! 

ATTENTION
What happens 
if I connect

QR codes which give imme-
diate access to the Internet 
necessarily have to request in 
advance both consent to the 
connection and the processing 
of data (such as the telephone 

number relative to the 
Sim from which you 
browse and, possibly, 
also the geographical 
location from which 
you connect). To allow 
it or deny it is in fact 
the choice of the user, 
who however should 

be aware that some personal information, inevitably, 
will be communicated to the network.
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4) Management of e-mail data

The use of an e-mail account makes for easier and 
faster communication between individuals located 
miles away. The e-mail address is composed of a user 
name (for example: sergiorossi) followed by the mail 
server chosen (for example: @yahoo.it).
To access the virtual mailbox, however, it is also requi-
red to create a password that allows you to access the 
account and its features, protecting them, at the same 
time, from being used by unauthorised persons. This 
tool presents some critical aspects. Let’s look at the 
principals in detail. 

a) Spam
Spamming, or spam, refers to the sending, at times 
on mass and repeated, often via automated e-mail,  of 
e-mails containing unsolicited 
communications and transmit-
ted to the recipient without ha-
ving received the necessary in-
formation on the processing of 
their data or haven given their 
consent.  The purpose, at times, 
is simply advertising but it can 
also conceal an attempt to fraud 
the user (such as phishing). The-
re are different ways to contain 
and prevent these communica-
tions:

» do not disseminate, especially 
online (for example on blo-
gs, forums, your own web-
sites) your e-mail address; 

» if it is necessary to subscribe to a website and 
communicate this data to obtain a service, it is 
always advisable to carefully read the “terms of 
use” and the processing methods of your data;

» create different e-mail accounts, for example, for 
online purchases or for registering on websites 
and forums: the spammers are then diverted to 
the secondary account, to the benefi t of confi -
dentiality;

» most e-mail programs/services allow quite effec-
tive settings for anti-spam fi lters, by the creation 
of black lists or white lists of senders, so that they 
are blocked or authorised in sending messages to 
your account; specifi c add-on anti-spam programs 
are then available for free or on payment.
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Protect yourself 
from spam

Often spam-marketing e-mails, 
at the bottom of the page, show a
link with the following words: “If you prefer 
not to receive communications of this natu-
re…..click here”. The suggestion is not to click 
on them, even if marked for deletion nor pro-
vide personal data without having fi rst car-
ried out checks. These links may, in fact, be 
connected to systems which allow telematic 
fraud and identity theft, and they may also 
pave the way for spyware or viruses. For the 
same reason, never click on hyperlinks inser-
ted in the body of a text or open and run any 
attachments, especially if they contain «.exe» 
extensions. 

b) Phishing
Phishing e-mails are messages that trick users in com-
municating sensitive information (such as passwords 
for online management of current accounts or credit 
card numbers) through fake websites (such as those 
that mimic the graphical interface of online banks). This 
practice allows you to “steal” the identity of the hol-
der in order to ruin his reputation, or worse, to commit 

5 anti-phishing tips

»  banks, in general, never request ac-
cess codes and PINs by e-mail: their 
communications concerning this data 
always come by registered mail; 

»  phishing is often the work of forei-
gn entities: an e-mail, written in Ita-
lian but with poor grammar is almost 
always the sign of a scam;

»  do not click on the links in e-mail mes-
sages which request access to pay-
ment systems;

»  never believe those who by e-mail 
promise large profi ts from the comfort 
of your pc. You risk getting involved in 
crimes of money laundering;

»  frequently change the password of 
your e-mail account, to avoid your ac-
count from being hacked and used to 
send spam to your contacts. If it hap-
pens, it is advisable to report it to the 
Postal Police.

fraud, for example stealing the online PIN of a credit 
card and/or data of the same in order to transfer mo-
ney or make purchases on the Internet.
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c) Unsolicited commercial communications
When you shop online it is now common practice for 
sellers to request you to fi ll out forms for the creation of 
user profi les that require you to enter a lot of personal 
information including your e-mail.
In general, you cannot refuse to provide an e-mail ad-
dress, because it is used by the seller as an immediate 
means of communication for sending your order sum-
mary7. However, you should be aware that on the basis 
of the principle of opt in, you can always refuse the use 
of your e-mail address for the forwarding of commer-
cial communications and promotions or advertising of 
any kind. 
Otherwise, besides the information that is strictly ne-
cessary for the operator to complete the contract (e.g. 
the full name of the buyer, their address, a contact num-
ber), the other information that is requested (such as 
purchasing habits, age, etc. ...) can be safely rejected.

7 Refer to the Chapter on online shopping in this Guide.
8 A nearly sure-fi re method to use social networks without being reco-
gnised outside of your network of contacts is to register with a pseu-
donym: in this way, with your fi rst name and last name not being 
recognisable, it will be more diffi cult for those unfamiliar with the 
pseudonym of the contact - to search for a specifi c person, fi nd him/
her and (in the most serious cases) steal their digital identity.

That little checkbox…

You should be very careful, 
at the purchase completion 
stage, of the fl ag (i.e. the 
check) which is requested 
on the special checkbox whi-
ch shows more or less these words: “I con-
sent to the processing of my personal data 
by […] for marketing purposes, promotional 
activities, commercial offers and market sur-
veys.  In addition, I consent to the proces-
sing of my personal data by any third par-
ties whose collaboration …… may be used to 
achieve the above purposes or which provide 
instrumental or support services in order to 
achieve the same purposes. I also authorise 
the transmission of newsletters...”. If you do 
not want to authorise this processing simply 
leave unticked the checkbox associated with 
the declaration of consent.

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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Since the use of Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Twitter & Co. has spread exponentially, 
most human relationships have been 
transformed, becoming “digitalised”. But 
what “contract terms” govern the use of 
social networks? Is the service really free?
The term “so-
cial media” 
refers to any 

technology that you adopt 
to share messages, ima-
ges, videos and audio.
Although the development 
of the Internet is a step 
forward for society, it has 
posed problems for the 
protection of privacy. It is 
advisable, then, to adopt 
some care so that we can 
be “social” without lo-
sing control of our privacy.

If you want something done, you do it yourself
Whoever uses the data and information about a cer-
tain person, is always required to explain the metho-
ds and purposes of the processing; that person also 
becomes the responsible entity which one can con-
tact in the event of violation.

The world of Social Networks and Privacy: 

          dangerous relations
Secondly, you should however keep in mind that the 
best protection for your privacy is common sense 
and the adoption of some small measures:
1. think carefully before entering data online 
that you do not want disseminated or which can 
cause damage to whoever publishes it;

2. look for the privacy 
settings and limit them: 
you can, in fact, give con-
sent to the dissemination 
of certain information only, 
or do not allow others to 
make public data that con-
cerns you (photos, videos, 
etc....). In extreme cases, 
you can also make your-
self unsearchable to avoid 
harassment from undesira-
bles;
3. be wary of a false sen-
se of “intimacy”: making 
social networks a personal 

diary where feelings, emotions, joys, sorrows and 
important events are communicated to others beco-
mes a potentially lethal weapon, especially  if “un-
desirable” people, or those that we do not want to 
(for example, potential employers), become aware 
of them. If you publish too much about yourself you 
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risk embarrassing yourself with those who 
do not know you, remember that “virtual 
meeting places” transmit news almost in-

stantaneously8! 
  
Protection of the law
 The general principle that even the owners of social 
networks have to respect is that the publication of 
an image or information concerning others is only 
allowed with the unambiguous consent of the per-
son concerned (who, if a minor, is replaced by that 
of the parents).

Consent is given, generally, on registration on the 
virtual platform: when you register, in fact, you de-
clare to be the owner of photos, videos, etc.... but 
you accept the condition that, when this material is 
uploaded on the social network, it is licensed to eve-
ryone and can be used (in a lawful way) by whoe-
ver can access it. By clicking “like”, adding “tags” 
or by pressing the “share” button everything that 
is on your personal profi le, as a private individual, 
becomes public.

ATTENTION
If tags are offensive

In the event that comments offensive to your repu-
tation are published on your profi le, or when you are 
tagged on photos which are damaging to your per-
sonal image, etc. ...The law states that where there is 
injury, defamation or harassment via the Internet, it 
is possible to fi le a complaint to the police. 
In the event of the unlawful use of images, an 
injunction is available that can be brought before 
the court, aimed at stopping the unlawful use of the 
published image.
If it is not classifi ed as a real and true crime or abu-
se of the image of others (for example, photos that 
you do not like simply because they are “bad”) you 
can still contact the social network operator to re-
quest that the “undesirable” photo is removed: the 
operator will then assume the role of mediator and 
can try to amicably resolve the issue. 
This then is the general rule: when you publish a 
digital content which even concerns another per-
son it is always advisable to ask yourself if you are 
damaging, in some way, them or their privacy: if in 
doubt, it is better to request permission once again 
from the person concerned9!

9 In all cases of violation of your privacy on social network sites, you 
can also report the infringement to the Data Protection Authority 
(www.garanteprivacy.it): if within 60 days from the submission of 
the application the Authority has not ruled, by penalising the impro-
per behaviour or inhibiting the conduct, the procedure is deemed as 
rejected.

www.garanteprivacy.it
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The money game

Social networks, apparently free, are 
however handsomely paid for perso-
nal information on the tastes, habits 
and interests of those who use them 
as this information is sold to adver-

tisers, marketing agencies and market operators for 
commercial purposes. It is, in short, a money game, 
completely legal because the circulation of data is au-
thorised in advance by the user when registering on 
the social network.

FO
CU

S
Not really. In fact, if at any time you may 
decide to “deactivate” an account with your 
personal profi le, a full cancellation howe-
ver is not granted. The data that has been 
published during the social life is stored 
by the server and in the computer records 
of the company that provides the service. 
All this, however, must be provided and accepted by the 
general conditions at the time of registration: otherwise, 

retaining the personal data of others after the withdrawal of consent 
is illegal! To exercise the withdrawal of the processing of personal 
data, simply send an 
e-mail to the e-mail 
addresses provided 
for the “contacts” of 
the website operator.

Can you remove yourself 
from Social Networks?
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For those who are going to create a profi le on Fa-
cebook, on LinkedIn or on Twitter it is good to know 
some terms that are usually used in network jargon10. 

»  Chat: means to exchange messages via the In-
ternet between two or more people at the same 
time.

»  Share: means to allow known and unknown 
users to access material published on your 
computer or uploaded on your social network 
profi le.

»  Tag: means to mark, to virtually label. A tag 
also indicates a key word associated to a multi-
media content (images, articles, videos), useful 
in search engines. On social networks you say 
“you have been tagged” when someone has 
attached your name/surname to a photo or in 
the context of a specifi c phrase (status), in order 
to engage with that person.

The Social-glossary

10 Lots of additional information on using social networks can be found 
on the website of the Privacy Authority, in the special guide: http://
www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home/docweb/-/docweb-
display/docweb/1617879.

» Cyberbullying: this is a phenomenon that is 
expanding and consists of harassing persons on 
the Internet by means of offensive photos or 
videos, or by violating the account of others.

»  Post: means to publish a message (from the En-
glish language: to post), texts, images or videos 
on a virtual platform.

»  To send a poke/to poke: this is the equivalent 
of the telephone ringing. It is used to attract the 
attention of a friend or of an unknown person. 

»  Upload/Download: means to upload (from a 
pc to the Internet) and download (from the 
Internet to a pc) fi les and images on the In-
ternet.
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Now you are also  
social-savvy!
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Public administration 
   and Web 2.0
For some years now, we often hear talk of e-govern-
ment: the term is used to refer to the public admini-
stration in its digitalised form (electronic government) 
or the use of digital technology and the web as tools of 
organisation and effi ciency of the PA, aimed at making 
public services more user-friendly, faster and cheaper 
for users, also enabling us to avoid the dreaded “queue 
at the counter”. The following are the main areas in 
which “computerisation” of PA bodies have been de-
veloped.

1) Digital preservation 
and fi ling of documents
The virtual cataloguing of documents and certifi cates al-
lows for the integrity, certainty of origin and easier re-
trieval of documents, as well as the transparency and 
monitoring of the administrative procedure in real time.

The new digital management of the bureaucracy is a 
true right of citizens, provided and guaranteed by law1, 
which consists of several subcategories, including: 
a) he right to use technology to communicate with PA 

bodies and to present documents and requests from 
a distance without having to go to a public offi ce;

b) the right to access the procedures and documents 
which concern a citizen;

c) the right to make payments to government bodies 
(Revenue, Region, etc…) using computerised methods;

d) the right to use certifi ed e-mail for the transmission 
of electronic communications with and to PA bodies;

e) the right to fi nd online all documents, forms and 
modules which are valid and up to date for the tran-
smission of any request to the authorities.

1 These rights are set out in Articles 3, 4, 5, 5-bis, 6, 7, 9 and 57.

3
chapter
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The digital Registry

Demographic and Registry services are 
among those primarily involved in the imple-
mentation of the e-government plan. 
For the benefi t of streamlining the procedures, 
an access system to the activity of PA bodies 
has been created which “runs” directly from 
the Web portal of the main institutions (state, 
regional and municipal). The websites provide 
the option (subject to registration and assign-
ment of a PIN code) of requesting information 
about your relationship with PA bodies. 
Deserving special attention is the website of 
the Agency for Digital Italy (http://www.
agid.gov.it/) where soon the service for the 
National Registry of the Resident Population2 
will be active.

2) Interactive communication 
and online services
Almost all PA bodies have their own websites. Thanks 
to the latest legislative reforms it was laid down that 
the websites must respect the principles of accessibili-
ty, high availability of the materials published therein, 
completeness of information, transparency, clarity of 
language, accuracy and ease of consultancy.
Among the main services provided by the State3 are:

» the tax mail box of the Italian Revenue Agency:  
(http://assistenza.agenziaentrate.gov.it/)4 a tool 
that provides users with tax information (this refers to 
the service of Entratel and Fisconline), personal data, 
data concerning declarations, refunds, payments made 
by F23 and F24, certifi cates, consultation of cadastral 
income, and so on.

» the “Online services” of INPS: on the website www.
inps.it citizens can carry out, at a distance, a wide ran-
ge of operations (for example, access their own social 
security mail box, make payments, submit invalidity 
requests, enrol in pension funds – such as the one for 
housewives, etc.).

» Car Tax: using this service, available on the web-
site of the Tax Revenue Agency, you can calculate your 
car tax online based on the characteristics of the car. 
Furthermore, by accessing the website of ACI, for resi-
dents in the affi liated regions you can also pay the tax 
online, as well as calculating the amount due;

» Automotive fi les: the Ministry for Infrastructure 
and Transport provides citizens with a service through 
which you can check the points on your licence, check 
the environmental class of your vehicle, monitor the 
progress of requests (requests for copies/updates of a 

RECOMMENDED 
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2 The Regulation governing the National Registry of the Resident Po-
pulation was published with the Prime Minister’s Decree no. 109 of 
23 August 2013.
3 Even the local, Regional and Municipal authorities provide a large 
number of e-government services, usually highlighted in the institu-
tional portals under “Online Services”, “Online Counter”, or the like. 
Please report particularly innovative online services available at a 
local level: the updated information will be made available on the 
site www.confconsumatori.it/duepuntozero.
4 The PIN code can be requested by telephone, in person at one 
of the offi ces, and directly online: by entering some personal data, 
you immediately receive the fi rst part of the PIN, while the login 
password and the second part of the code will be sent by post to the 
home of the user.
5 The service for checking and paying your motor tax is also availa-
ble on the web portals of the individual Regional Authorities. As an 
example please refer to that of the Lombardy Region: http://www.
tributi.regione.lombardia.it.  
6 This refers to the Regulation set out in the Ministerial Decree no. 
110 of 09/08/2013 containing rules for the progressive demateriali-
sation of third party insurance disks […] – O.J.  no. 232 of  3 October 
2013. The underlying objective of the regulation is to combat fraud 
and more specifi cally the avoidance of third party insurance, which is 
mainly carried out by counterfeiting printed insurance disks.
7 Information on the implementation phases of the process in que-
stion will be available on the websites of the Ministry for Infrastruc-
ture and Transport as well as  on that of the Ministry for Economic 
Development.
8 By accessing this database both citizens and Law Enforcement 
Agencies will be able to verify the existence and validity of Third Par-
ty Car Insurance of a certain vehicle whose licence plate you know. 
The database is already available on the website https://www.
ilportaledellautomobilista.it/web/portale-automobilista/veri-
fi ca-copertura-rc.

registration certifi cate) as well 
as benefi t from the option of 
receiving notices regarding 
deadlines for the annual road-
worthiness test or for renewal 
of your licence (the specifi c 
website managed by the Mi-
nistry is www.ilportaledel-
lautomobilista.it)5.  » Digital car insurance disc: the Regulation for the 

dematerialisation of Third Party Car insurance discs intro-
duced in October 201331 will be in full operation within 
two years. This measure will completely eliminate the 
obligation to display the hard copy of insurance discs on 
cars.  A real “database”7 will be created and held at the 
General Directorate for Motor Vehicles of the Ministry 
for Infrastructure and Transport, to which all the infor-
mation contained in the National Vehicle Archive and in 
the Registry of licensees will be fed, as well as the data 
relative to third party insurance cover, which insurance 
companies will communicate for free8. 

» Education and training: in addition to the pay-
ment of school fees, you can complete the enrolment 
to schools of all levels and view the access rankings, as 
well as the POF for the current year. In addition, the Mi-
nistry for Education has set up, on its website, a section 
through which you can search for - broken down by re-
gion – the institutions closest to you (http://hubmiur.
pubblica.istruzione.it/web/istruzione/usr_index).

» Taxes and Contributions: Equitalia has introduced 
the option for citizens to obtain updated information on 
their liability as well as to make a payment without ha-
ving to go to the tax offi ce. Directly online, in fact, you can: 
1) pay tax returns and notices using prepaid cards and 

www.ilportaledellautomobilista.it
http://www.tributi.regione.lombardia.it
https://www.ilportaledellautomobilista.it/web/portale-automobilista/verifica-copertura-rc
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credit cards: on the Internet site of  
Equitalia* (www.gruppoequitalia.
it), in the section “Paga online” (Pay 
online), simply enter the number of 
the payment slip (17 digit Rav code), 
the relative amount and the tax code 
of the holder to pay the amount due 
from the comfort of your own home9. 
Once the transaction is complete you 
will automatically receive a receipt;
2) create a fi nancial statement: Equi-
talia* allows you to view the details of your 
liability, monitor your overall liability, check 
for tax returns due, individual contributions, the appor-
tionment of interest and other expenses. 

» Copies: directly online, from the website of the Tax 
Revenue Agency, you can request a copy of your sani-
tary card or tax code simply by entering your personal 
data (http://www.agenziaentrate.gov.it, section: 
Cosa devi fare - Richiedere What do you need to do 
- To request something).

» Fines and online records: on the website of the 
Municipal Police (http://www.poliziamunicipale.it), 
you can view the details of your traffi c offences, inclu-
ding the photos taken by offi cials.

» Filing of complaints: this service represents a signi-
fi cant innovation. 

In fact, by typing the address https://extranet.carabi-
nieri.it/DenunciaWeb/Default.aspx you can initiate, 
directly from the website of the Carabinieri, the process 
for reporting a theft or loss by unknown persons. Having 
already completed the major tasks on the web, then pre-

senting yourself at a later time at the station of reference, 
you can access a “fast track”, thus saving valuable time. 
These complaints, for now, are limited to cases of theft of 
documents, licence plates, vehicles, weapons or securities 
and personal effects. 

» Issue and renewal of passports: this service ac-
cessible from the “Agenda passaporto” (Passport Agen-
da) area of the website of the State Police, (https://
www.passaportonline.poliziadistato.it/) lets you 
choose the place (police headquarters/police station), 
day and time for the delivery of documents and for the 
taking of fi ngerprints required for the issuing or renewal 
of a biometric passport, mandatory since 2010.

9 This function, at present, is only available for tax returns unaffected by a 
procedure (for example administrative seizure, mortgage, etc.).  
* To access the services of Equitalia you can use the PIN code and the 
Password assigned to use the services of the Tax Revenue Agency and 
those of INPS.

https://extranet.carabinieri.it/DenunciaWeb/Default.aspx
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» N.B.: All “statements” that are printed from the 
“website of the PA” are offi cial, the same as paper 
certifi cations. Their source, in fact, is ensured by the 
digital signature of the administration that issues 
them: this is the so-called “2 plus digital stamp”.

APPs of the P.A.

The Public Administration has developed a se-
ries of apps for tablets and mobile phones. Tho-
se currently available are listed in a “catalogue”, 
which is being continuously developed, and can 
be consulted at: http://saperi.forumpa.it/
story/63547/un-catalogo-di-applicazioni-
mobile-la-pubblica-amministrazione.
 Among the most useful are the following:

» ACI Costi Chilometrici: from Automobile 
Club Italia. This is useful to professionals and em-
ployees who want to know the running costs of 
their vehicle by simply entering the make, model 
and power.

» Easy Italia: proposed by the Presidency of 
the Council of Ministers - Department for Regio-
nal Affairs, Tourism and Sport. It is a multilingual 
institutional service, providing information and 
assistance to tourists who want to visit Italy.

» I tuoi diritti di passeggero: 
managed by the European Com-

mission. Passengers stranded at airports or waiting for 
lost baggage can now use the application to quickly 
check their rights wherever they are. The European 
Commission has launched this application for air, rail, 
bus/coach and inland waterway transport.

RECOMMENDED 
READING

http://saperi.forumpa.it/story/63547/un-catalogo-di-applicazioni-mobile-la-pubblica-amministrazione
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» Edicola Salute: an iPad application or-
dered by the Italian Ministry for Health to 
update all citizens on healthcare and health, 
it provides its own publications divided into 
three categories: a) Health Notebooks, b) Re-
port on the health status of the country and 
3) Brochures.

» VVF contatti: the application provides 
the contact details (address, telephone, e-
mail) of all the locations of the Fire Brigade 
in Italy. It is possible to fi lter results by region, 
province and type of depot.

» Unità di Crisi: Quick access to the servi-
ces provided by the Farnesina, the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs through www.viaggiaresi-
curi.it and www.dovesiamonelmondo.it. 
Information on security conditions, currency 
and customs formalities, atmospheric pheno-
mena and health situation of any country in 
the world.

» Ipatente: iPatente is the application that 
allows you to access the services of “Il Porta-
le dell’Automobilista” (The Motorist’s Portal) 
and consult their own data concerning their 
Licence and Vehicles. 

» ICISS: of the Carabinieri, it was designed 
to extend the capabilities of the institutional 
website www.carabinieri.it. The “Dove 
Siamo” (Our Location) service allows citi-

zens, through an intui-
tive graphical interface, 
to get immediately in 
contact by telephone or 
e-mail with the desired Command, and lets the user 
know the location of the nearest Army barracks by 
means of an interactive map.

» Ministero della Gioventù: this is an application 
managed by this Ministry and, by downloading it, you 
will have at hand all the news, information, tender in-
vitations, videos and web radios dedicated to the world 
of young people.  

» Osserva Prezzi: developed by Unioncamere and 
Infocamere, it is a convenient  App which lets you iden-
tify the petrol stations that are within a 5 kilometre 
radius and sort by colours the cheapest ones (green) 
from the most expensive (red)10. 

You can view lots of Apps, divided by Region, Province 
e Municipality by visiting the website http://www.
dati.gov.it/content/applicazioni-smartphone. To 
keep the catalogue updated you can send notifi cations 
of Apps not yet listed by sending a communication 
through the section of the website “Scrivi alla redazio-
ne” (Write to the editor).

10 As a service based on the observation of prices and, therefore, in 
constant evolution, the motorist that uses the App who should disco-
ver incorrect information or discrepancies can report it to the Municipal 
Police or the Mayor who - once the appropriate investigations have 
been carried out - can penalise the petrol distributor with “fi nes” whi-
ch range from approximately 500 euros to just over  Ð 3,000. 

www.viaggiaresicuri.it
http://www.dati.gov.it/content/applicazioni-smartphone
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11 La posta elettronica certifi cata non costituisce ancora, ad oggi, un 
obbligo per i cittadini. Tuttavia il Governo offre a coloro che ne facciano 
richiesta la possibilità di attivare gratuitamente una casella PEC con il 
dominio “gov.it”. Per maggiori informazioni: https://www.postacer-
tifi cata.gov.it/home/index.dot

3) Certifi ed Electronic Mail CEM 
E-mail is the most widely used electronic communi-
cation tool for the exchange of information, and has 
many advantages, such as the immediacy of communi-
cation from a distance. Legislative Decree no. 235/2010 
has provided for and introduced a new digital tool:  this 
is CEM (certifi ed e-mail) dedicated to the exchange of 
“formal” communications between two or more par-
ties, communications that you want to keep track of 
and the transmission of which you want to have proof. 
This communication system is able to certify the tran-
smission and successful delivery of an e-mail message 
and provide receipts as valid as if you had sent a re-
gistered letter with an acknowledgement of receipt: it 
has, therefore, legal value. “Certifi ed receipts” can be 
kept, and by law, are valid for 30 months.

Free certifi ed mail

Certifi ed e-mail, to date, is not mandatory 
for citizens. However the Government pro-
vides to those who request it the possibility 
of activating a free CEM mail box with the 
domain “gov.it”. For further information: 
https://www.postacertificata.gov.it/
home/index.dot

RECOMMENDED 
READING

https://www.postacertificata.gov.it/home/index.dot
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4) Cliclavoro
A new digital portal of particular signifi cance is Cliclavo-
ro (http://www.cliclavoro.gov.it) cwhich the Ministry 
of Labour and Social Policies introduced by Ministerial 
Decree of 13/10/2011, and which is intended to facilita-
te the exchange of the supply and demand of labour.
Designed for young people, it offers helpful advice, in-
cluding: 

» how to upskill to become more competitive;  

» how to start your own business and set up a com-
pany; 

» how to deal with working and training abroad;

» how to draft a curriculum vitae and the behaviour 
to adopt for a job interview.

Finally, it provides important information on the legi-
slation on workplace safety, fundamental tools for the 
protection of all citizens who are already in employ-
ment.
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Let’s get digital!
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1) Complaints
A complaint consists of a request by which the user 
directly contacts the operator to report a disservice or 
to solve an issue relating to the object, the methods or 
costs of the services.
The complaint procedure, enforceable against anyone 
who provides a service to a person, must be comple-
tely free and must ensure a quick response.
Thanks to new technologies and the spread of the In-
ternet, today, the forwarding of complaints to compa-
nies is much faster: in fact, by accessing the websites 
of the major players, you can fi nd a section dedicated 
to conciliation proceedings 
with intuitive, simple and 
fast methods for forwar-
ding reports.

4chapter

Protection 
   through the web

Apps for complaints

Recently, friendly and useful Apps have been 
developed which, once installed on your 
Smartphone, enable you to easily forward 
from your mobile phone complaints relating 
to experiences of disservices experienced. 
In particular we note the app “Reclami” 
(Complaints), developed by Trenord to report 
delays and ineffi ciencies of the rail transport 
service. 

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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1 The Memorandum of Understanding is a framework agreement 
between the consumer association (provided by Art. 137 of the Consu-
mer Code) and large companies, with which you identify the arrange-
ments for the management of disputes that may arise with customers. 
Through them case histories, timings, possible refunds or compensa-
tion and arrangements for handling the dispute are established.
2  In this context we refer to ODR – Online Dispute Resolution.
3 It is important to know that AGCOM (Italian Communications Autho-
rity) deems valid the joint conciliations carried out by the Consumer 
Associations for the purposes of mandatory attempts of media-conci-
liation, ex L. 98/2013, for related disputes. Therefore, in the absence 
of agreement, you can apply directly to the Court without having to go 
through other ADR entities.

2) Joint conciliations 
For a few years now, both in Italy and in Europe a 
system of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is 
being developed, which helps consumers resolve 
disputes with commercial operators as soon as com-
plications arise with a product or service purchased.
It involves real negotiation procedures which, gover-
ned by special memorandums of understanding1 agreed 
between consumer associations and companies, aim to 
manage disputes with customers. The conciliation is called 
“joint” because the parties - although opposing - are on 
an equal footing and follow common rules. This may be 
entrusted to a mediator, an arbitrator, an ombudsman, a 
commission (which sometimes work exclusively online)2.
In order to reach an agreement and end the dispute 
this takes an average of 60 days, with the exception of 
the banking sector where it takes about 80 days, in the 
transport sector the limit is a maximum of 30 days and 
in the telecommunications sector the average is 45 days.

the advantages 
of joint conciliations  

1. the procedure is free and simple; 
2. the conciliators are constantly trained 
and updated on the matter;
3. the consumer may be heard by the Conci-
liation Commission and present his motives;
4. it is quick;
5. transparency and information are gua-
ranteed;
6. at any time the consumer is free to “pull 
out” abandoning the procedure or rejecting 
the conciliatory proposal made by the Com-
mission.
If you succeed in resolving the dispute, rea-
ch an agreement - recorded in a report - it 
becomes binding in accordance with Art. 
1965 of the civil code: it is, namely, a bin-
ding “transaction” (synonymous with “un-
derstanding”) for the parties involved3. 

 Refer to the site www.confconsumatori.it/duepuntozero 
and click on the links to the sections of the websites of the 
companies which have implemented joint conciliations.

RECOMMENDED 
READING
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3) Claims
Le Autorità Indipendenti
Independent authorities are administrative bodies 
which were established in the 90s of the last century 
with the aim of protecting 
as “third parties and inde-
pendents” the main rights 
guaranteed by the Con-
stitution, the law or who 
have special social signifi -
cance (such as competition, 
market fairness, privacy, 
communications, etc.).
They act on two fronts: 
they ensure the correct ap-
plication of industry rules, 
they provide conciliatory 
tools for dispute resolution 
and, if necessary, if given 
the authority, they penalise 
the misconduct of market 
operators.
Through the activities of these bodies, also the consu-
mer, therefore, may fi nd a valuable support for their 
rights. Below are the main ones: 
1) The Italian Communications Regulatory Autho-
rity (AGCOM), works to ensure respect for the fun-

damental rights of the person and the protection of 
competition in the communications sector, including 
broadcasting. Not only does it ensure that citizens 
and businesses are guaranteed the general principle 

of freedom of expression 
and thought, but it also 
plays an important sanc-
tioning role against com-
panies and communication 
companies responsible for 
disservices in communica-
tions and, in severe cases, 
the violations of the rights 
of the users. On the websi-
te http://www.agcom.it 
you can download and fi ll 
out electronically the re-
port form, which then will 
be sent by e-mail to the 
Authority in question;
2) The Antitrust Authori-

ty (AGCM), may carry out an inquiry or fact-fi nding 
investigations against companies; they may conclude 
with a warning, or an administrative penalty which, 
in the case of violations of the law for the protection 
of the consumer, go up to a maximum of € 500,000. 
On the web page dedicated to consumer protection, 
http://www.agcm.it, you can submit online reports 
and initiate the investigation procedure against rogue 
traders4;
3) the Italian Data Protection Authority, is respon-
sible for - amongst other various tasks - checking that 
data processing is carried out in accordance with the 

4 Although they do not bring immediate benefi ts in the sphere of the 
individual consumer-citizen (as it does not provide any personalised 
result of the incident and no ensuing award for damages or refunds), 
reports to the Independent Authorities are, however, benefi cial to all 
user categories: in fact, the more reports are received regarding the 
conduct of a market operator, the easier it is for the Guarantor to order 
the latter, for the future, respect of the violated rights.
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law; receiving and investigating complaints, reports 
and appeals fi led by the parties concerned; prohibi-
ting illegal or improper processing and, if possible, 
blocking and promoting agreements to codes of prac-
tice and good conduct in certain sectors, and so forth. 
On the website http://www.garanteprivacy.it you 
can fi nd the form to transmit reports as well as lots 
of useful tips;
4) the Italian Regulatory Authority for Electrici-
ty, Gas and Water, is responsible for promoting the 
development of competitive markets in the electricity 
and natural gas sectors, as well as tariff regulation, 
access to networks, the functioning of markets and 
the protection of end-users. On the website http://
www.autorita.energia.it, section “Conciliation ser-
vice”, you can start the conciliation to resolve disputes 
started with sector operators, as well as fi nding all 
relevant information and instructions;
5) the Italian Civil Aviation Authority (ENAC), is 
responsible for overseeing the technical regulation, 
certifi cation and surveillance in the civil aviation fi eld. 
It is responsible for technical regulation and inspec-
tion activities, sanctions, certifi cation, authorization, 
coordination and control, as well as the protection of 
tourist consumers whose passenger rights have been 
violated5. On the web page http://www.enac.gov.it, 
you can also report the misconduct of airlines to the 
Authority and, after having tried conciliation with them 
without success, forward the related complaints;
6) the Bank of Italy, pursues objectives of general 
interest in the monetary and fi nancial sector, such as 
maintaining of the stability of prices, the stability and 
effi ciency of the fi nancial system, and the other tasks 

entrusted to it by national law. It operates with auto-
nomy and independence, in accordance with the prin-
ciple of transparency, in accordance with the provi-
sions of EU and national legislation. To protect savers, 
the Bank of Italy makes the Arbitro Bancario Finan-
ziario (ABF) - Banking and Financial Ombudsman - 
available, the body responsible for alternative dispute 
resolution; the procedure can also be activated online, 
by sending the appeal to the CEM of the Technical 
Secretariat of the various resolution colleges: http://
www.arbitrobancariofi nanziario.it/ilRicorso;
7) the Italian Insurance Supervisory Authori-
ty (IVASS), has the task of supervising foreign and 
domestic fi rms engaged in the business of insurance 
and reinsurance in any class and form, issuing per-
mits to companies for operating insurance business 
and issuing measures deemed useful or necessary 
to protect businesses and users. It is also responsible 
for defi ning the rules that guarantee the correctness 

5 The Passengers’ Bill of Rights is published on the website which sum-
marises the legislation principles of the sector: http://www.enac.
gov.it/I_Diritti_dei_Passeggeri/La_Carta_dei_Diritti_del_Pas-
seggero/index.html 

http://www.arbitrobancariofinanziario.it/ilRicorso
http://www.enac.gov.it/I_Diritti_dei_Passeggeri/La_Carta_dei_Diritti_del_Passeggero/index.html
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The Black List of merchants

On the websites of the Authorities you will 
fi nd the majority of sanctions already is-
sued over the years against companies and 
businesses, and this is a useful tool from 
which to draw information in order to know 
with which merchants and traders it is 
best not to have anything to do!

Everything about 
your operator 

On the website of 
AGCOM the Charters of 
services of all operators 
of telephony, pay TV and
Internet are available, as 
well as prospectuses related 
to offers and current market conditions: 
very useful for the selection and manage-
ment of your contracts (which channel to 
use for complaints? Which services does 
the operator guarantee? When are you en-
titled to compensation, and how to calcu-
late it?).

of agents’ behaviour and compliance with the legal 
standards of the industry. Misconduct on behalf of in-
surance companies can be reported to IVASS by laun-
ching a complaint procedure: on the website http://
www.ivass.it/ see in particular the section “Per il 
consumatore” (For the consumer)6;
8) CONSOB (the Italian Companies and Stock Exchan-
ge Commission), wich has among its objectives the 
protection of investors and savings, as well as the 
guarantee of effi ciency, transparency and the deve-
lopment of the securities market. From the Authority’s 
website, you can access a section dedicated to Con-
sumer Protection, where the consumer fi nds all the 
instructions for submitting complaints against banks 
and brokers, and a convenient interactive form for 
inquiries: http://www.consob.it/main/trasversa-
le/contattaci/contattaci/uff_consumer_protec-
tion.html.

6 The body is also a promoter of insurance information through the pu-
blication of guides for the consumer which can be found on the offi cial 
website: http://www.educazioneassicurativa.it/guide-pratiche/

RECOMMENDED 
READING

http://www.consob.it/main/trasversale/contattaci/contattaci/uff_consumer_protection.html
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CRIF
How to check 
the information 
on my profi le?

Among the various operators of credit informa-
tion CRIF S.p.A. (of EURISC) should be mentioned, 
which takes into account both positive and nega-
tive credit information provided directly by the 
Funding Participants8. 
From the website http://www.crif.it/Consuma-
tori/Accedi-ai-tuoi-dati/Pages/Accedi-ai-tuoi-
dati-registrati-banca-dati-CRIF.aspx, you can 
fi ll out a form to request information via e-mail 
or fax; CRIF will respond within 15 days of sub-
mission of the communication and, if you’re Assi-
sted by a Consumers Association, even within the 
shorter period of 10 days.

4) Interrogations
Credit databases
Credit information systems are databases through which 
banks and fi nancial intermediaries exchange information 
on funding requested and given to their customers. 

This data is consulted during the preliminary stages of  
a loan, a mortgage, a credit line, the activation of a cre-
dit card, mainly for the purpose of evaluating the cre-
ditworthiness of a person, his level of debt with other 
banks (in case, for example, you have a mortgage and 
at the same time apply for fi nance to different banks). 

7 Entry in the databases occurs, typically, in the case of consistent de-
lays or non-payment of instalments of a loan or a mortgage; however, 
as determined by the data protection authority with Ruling no. 455 of 
1.12.2011, the entry cannot take place without the person concerned 
being informed in advance in writing by way of a formal Notice.
8 The section dedicated to consumers can be found at: http://www.
crif.it/Consumatori/Pages/Consumatori.aspx.

Such systems (called, for brevity, SCI) allow banks to 
grant loans without requiring collateral, simply on the 
basis of the good credit history of the customer7.

If you are concerned that your name has been entered 
in these databases you are entitled, at any time, to 
check the entry and correct, update or delete the infor-
mation if necessary.

http://www.crif.it/Consumatori/Pages/Consumatori.aspx
http://www.crif.it/Consumatori/Accedi-ai-tuoi-dati/Pages/Accedi-ai-tuoi-dati-registrati-banca-dati-CRIF.aspx
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5) ODR Systems
From the encounter between information technology 
and the traditional resolution systems of disputes alter-
native to the court (arbitration, mediation, conciliation, 
etc...), the Online Dispute Resolution system, or, simply, 
ODR9, was established.
These procedures, which try to resolve disputes by me-
diating between the different positions, are completely 
managed online and they allow the cyber-consumer to 
use them without incurring too much cost.

a) Types:
There are essentially two types of ODR:
• the so-called Blind Negotiation, which is the way in 
which you try to settle disputes between a business and 
a consumer by means of a real “virtual mediation”.

• the so-called Peer Pressure or “pressure between 
peers”; with this method, the consumer disappointed 
by a vendor or service provider proposes a solution to 
the other party of the dispute by fi lling in a form that 
is published on the website of the ODR provider. The 
mediation operator intervenes only when, once the 
exchange of ideas has taken place, it is decided to seal 
the agreement.
Both procedures, however, are carried out exclusively 
online.

b) Entities
To date, the entities that are the most active in terms of 
ODR management are those located at the Chambers 
of Commerce, such as the Online Arbitration Chamber 
within the Chamber of Commerce of Milan, Risolvionli-
ne (http://www.risolvionline.com), as well as that 
operated by the Chamber of Commerce of Florence, 
Conciliacamera (http://www.conciliacamera.it/).

In addition, it should be noted that in 2013 the EU adop-
ted a new directive regarding ADR (Directive no. 11 of 
21 May 2013) devoted exclusively to disputes involving 
consumer rights. With it you will have, at EU level, the 
full application of a single protection system alternative 

9 ODR initiated in the US, in America, and only spread to Europe in 
recent years. At Community level, the fi rst legislation that dealt with 
the topic of Online Dispute Resolution was Directive 2000/31/EC on 
electronic commerce, implemented by Legislative Decree no. 70 of 
2003 which in Art. 17 states: “Member States shall ensure that, in 
the event of disagreement between the provider and the recipient 
of the information society service, their report does not hamper the 
use, even by appropriate electronic means, of the alternative dispu-
te resolution provided by national law”. In the subsequent Directive 
2008/52/EC, which governs various aspects of mediation, the legi-
slator stressed once again the usefulness of ODR so that Legislative 
Decree 28/2010 states also in Art. 3 that “mediation can take place 
according to the telematic procedures laid down by the regulation of 
the entity”. 
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to the court: which means that a procedure 
will be available, the same in all Member 
States, for attempting to resolve the contrac-
tual disputes of most market sectors (from 
travel, to banking services, and as far as 
problems with laundries ... excluding heal-
th and education). The European ODRs will 
be governed, in particular, by Regulation no. 
524/201310 which, in addition to imposing an 
obligation on commercial operators to inform 
consumers of the system11, will allow EU ci-
tizens (professionals or consumers) to ma-
nage disputes arising from online purchases 
directly on a single platform (under construc-
tion). This access point is designed to be an 
interactive website, easy to use, convenient, 
free and available in all the offi cial EU languages12.
Consumers will therefore be able to present a com-
plaint online in the language of their choice and the 
dispute should be resolved within 90 days.

c) Phases of dispute settlement
All procedures are carried out at a distance, in the “vir-
tual” presence of a mediator (who is not a judge and 
has no decision-making powers) who, in the position of 
a neutral third party, assists the disputants in fi nding a 
mutually acceptable decision. 
“Telematic arbitration” consists of at least three phases. 
Phase 1: 
Identifi cation of the parties and system access
Whoever believes that they are entitled to compensa-
tion in money sends a request to the ODR single pla-
tform in order to reach an amicable settlement of the 

dispute. The entities that deal with ODR, the entity  ap-
pointed for the resolution of the dispute once a request 
for mediation is received, shall send to the parties and 
the appointed conciliator an e-mail containing the in-

10 This regulation should be read in conjunction with Directive 2013/11/
EU, according to which the Member States must ensure that any and 
all disputes between consumers and professionals established in the 
Union arising from the sale of goods or the provision of services can 
be submitted to an ADR entity. 
11 Online traders must provide on their websites an electronic link to 
the ODR platform. Member States have 24 months (i.e. until mid-2015) 
to transpose the Directive into national legislation. The ODR platform 
will become operational six months after the end of the transposition 
period.
12 As of today there is the European platform ECC-Net (European Con-
sumer Centre http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ecc/index_it.htm) 
which has been operational since 2005 and responds to all individual 
requests for information and clarifi cation from consumers in the case 
of cross-border issues, providing assistance in the assessment of indi-
vidual cases and in the submission of complaints. 
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formation required for identifi cation, and the link to the 
chat room where the discussion will take place (this 
involves a password, user name, access code)13.
Phase 2: 
Conciliation session 
The sessions take place like real meetings between 
two parties with a third party that performs the role 
of mediator. The latter listens to the parties and helps 
them to understand each other if they are of different 
nationalities. The online mediator may also communi-
cate individually - and confi dentially - with each of the 
parties until it reaches a solution to the dispute. The 
parties, throughout this phase, exchange opinions on 
the incident and suggest various solutions until they 
arrive at a workable solution for both. At that point, the 
mediator, if he/she believes that the agreement should 
be signed, draws up a report14.

Phase 3: 
The agreement
If an agreement is reached, a report is drafted which 
has contractual power: in fact, once the proposal is put 
on paper, if this is accepted and signed this creates a 
new legal constraint to all purposes. If the parties do 
not respect it, the concerned party may go before the 
Courts and take action against the breach of the other 
party.

d) Costs:
For access, each party must pay an entry “tax” that will 
be proportionate to the value of the dispute as well as, 
only in the case of a positive result, a further sum by 
way of contribution to the mediator entity.

13 The procedure should also provide for the possibility of dialogue in 
real time, so the organizations that deal with ODR often also provide a 
video conferencing service.
14 The procedure is very useful in the case of compensation for damages; 
it can also be managed directly by an aseptic software, which on receipt 
of the proposals and counter proposals, on the basis of mathematical 
calculations and the initial agreements between the parties, is able to 
determine how much money would be “fair” to resolve the dispute.
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Providing 
the opportunity  

to solve problems  
quickly 

and inexpensively  
is a sign of civilization, 

even before 
justice!
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It is great  
to do everything online...  

But if you don’t have 
a connection?

Try to help us create  
a map of free Wi-Fi  

by visiting  
www.confconsumatori.it/

duepuntozero

www.confconsumatori.it/duepuntozero
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